Highly selective amperometric glucose microdevice derived from diffusion layer gap electrode.
Although most of enzyme catalytic reactions are specific, the amperometric detection of the enzymatic reaction products is largely nonselective. How to improve the detection selectivity of the enzyme-based electrochemical biosensors has to be considered in the sensor fabrication procedures. Herein, a highly selective amperometric glucose biosensor based on the concept of diffusion layer gap electrode pair which we previously proposed was designed. In this biosensor, a gold tube coated with a conductive layer of glucose oxidase/Nafion/graphite was used to create an interference-free region in its diffusion layer by electrochemically oxidizing the interfering electroactive species at proper potentials. A Pt probe electrode was located in this diffusion layer of the tube electrode to selectively detect hydrogen peroxide generated from the enzyme catalytic oxidation of glucose in the presence of oxygen in the solution. In practical performance of the microdevice, parameters influencing the interference-removing efficiency, including the tip-tube opening distance, the tube electrode potential and the electrolyzing time had been investigated systematically. Results showed that glucose detection free from interferents could be achieved at the electrolyzing time of 30s, the tip-tube opening distance of 3mm and the tube electrode potential of 0.4V. The electrochemical response showed linear dependence on the concentration of glucose in the range of 1 x 10(-5) to 4 x 10(-3) M (the correlation coefficient: 0.9936, without interferents; 0.9995, with interferents). In addition, the effectiveness of this device was confirmed by numerical simulation using a model system of a solution containing interferents. The simulated results showed good agreement with the experimental data.